Multiple subject analysis of functional brain network communities through co-regularized spectral clustering.
In recent years, the human brain has been characterized as a complex network composed of segregated modules linked by short path lengths. In order to understand the organization of the network, it is important to determine these modules underlying the functional brain networks. However, the study of these modules is confounded by the fact that most neurophysiological studies consist of data collected from multiple subjects. Typically, this problem is addressed by either averaging the data across subjects which omits the variability across subjects or using consensus clustering methods which treats all subjects equally irrespective of outliers in the data. In this paper, we adapt a recently introduced co-regularized multiview spectral clustering approach to address these problems. The proposed framework is applied to EEG data collected during a study of error-related negativity (ERN) to better understand the functional networks involved in cognitive control and to compare between the network structure between error and correct responses.